Do The Best Thing
Life is not ice cream
It doesn't melt and go
Away, so you shouldn't
do that with your
Life, your
Great.

Stay away from them
They don't get you the
Benjamin's.

These guys in gang's
All they want to do is bring
Just stay away, all they
want to do is kill.
Stay away.
They will kill you
And that would be
A shame.

Don't mess, with drug's
There like a computer
Drug, stay away from
Alcohol they get you
In trouble
And make you fall.
Have fun but do the best thing. Violence never affected my life because I stayed away from it. I did the best thing I picked the right choices because I was smart. Who can stop it? You, me, everyone. That's the Youth Project. Yourself and your friends go to school. Do it right. If you don't everything will go wrong. You don't want that. Have fun life. Do the best thing. Life is not ice cream. So don't do that with your life. Your Great.